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To me, travel retail is
more than simply a job; it
has also been a passion. I
believe it’s an enormous
privilege and a pleasure
to work in this fascinating
business and to serve as a
Vice President of TFWA.
Attending conferences such as
this and being involved in the
social programme that is run
during these events is undoubtedly an element of my role that
I have enjoyed. What’s more, we
know from the high satisfaction
recorded in our surveys following TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference that attendees feel
the same way.
However, being a part of these
events is not about having fun.
It is an investment. Having a
presence at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference is a
substantial financial commitment for most exhibitors, and
participating fully in the social
activities ensures that the
investment is maximised. The
receptions and sporting events
provide the perfect environment
for networking – the sort of



WELCOME MESSAGE

INTRODUCTION

A SOUND INVESTMENT
networking that is the life-blood
of successful business.
At this year’s event, as usual,
there have been plenty of
interesting activities from which
to choose. For the sporty, our
golf tournament on Sunday – in
partnership with Interparfums
– was, I’m certain, the backdrop
to a number of useful business
conversations, while the tai chi
session on the roof of the MBS
gave us the chance to flex our
limbs as well as our minds.
Social events, including the
Welcome Cocktail at Raffles,
gave us a chance to chat in the
most glamorous of venues, while
the Chill-Out Party provided a
relaxing antidote to the more
serious side of business, thanks
to the generous support of
Haribo and Lacoste. Tonight’s
Singapore Swing Party at the
Mambo Beach will undoubtedly be yet another enjoyable
opportunity to wind down with

TFWA PRODUCT
SHOWCASE

Don’t forget to check out the exciting array of product
innovations across all categories being showcased here
in Singapore at the TFWA Product Showcase. Over 400
products have now been uploaded to this dedicated online
platform from a diverse range of brands. It is the perfect
place to preview the novelties you can find at TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition & Conference.
Go to www.tfwaproductshowcase.com

Scan this code to visit the
TFWA Product Showcase

colleagues old and new – so
don’t miss the shuttle to the
spectacular island of Sentosa.
I’m certain that many a deal has
been done over a glass or two at
the TFWA Asia Pacific Bar, which
is the perfect place to end a busy
day at the conference.
In addition to the less formal
chances to network, TFWA’s
ONE2ONE meeting service will
give people a chance to make
new business connections in a
more structured framework. An
unmitigated success since its
introduction, the programme
adds real value for exhibitors,
particularly those who are new
to the event. Last year over
350 meetings were organised
between airports, airlines, cruise
and ferry operators, retailers
and brands, an increase of over
180% since the service was first
introduced in 2009 when 125
meetings were held.
A wealth of digital marketing

tools is also available to help
exhibitors and delegates get the
very most from their time here
in Singapore, and evolutions
such as the new web app, digital
product showcase, online exhibition directory and photo service
will all help make their stay an
even more successful one.
As some of you may already
know, I have recently taken up
a new position in Asia within my
company, which means I will no
longer be working in the global
travel retail arena. I will remain
on the Board of TFWA until
October, when it will be time for
me to hand the baton to a new
marketeer, who will I am sure
find the role just as satisfying
and stimulating as I have. I
would like to take this opportunity to say a huge thank you
to the TFWA permanent staff,
the Management Committee
and the other members of the
TFWA Board for their hard

work and support. I’d also like
to say a fond farewell and more
thanks to all the colleagues
and partners with whom I have
had the pleasure of working
over the years.
Meanwhile, I hope the final days
at this outstanding event here in
Singapore are as productive as
the first, and once it’s all behind
us, do look out for our comprehensive review of the full week
at www.tfwa.com.

Carla Guiducci
Vice-President
Marketing, TFWA

LANDMARK MOMENT
FOR DFWC
Sunday 8 May at TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition & Conference
was a landmark moment for the
Duty Free World Council (DFWC),
as the industry-led Academy took
a major step towards full legal
establishment.
DFWC President Frank O’Connell
will chair the Academy, supported
by the incoming Board of individuals
who all share a passion for driving
standards through education. The
other members of the interim
Board are: Erik Juul-Mortensen,

President of TFWA, and member of
the DFWC Executive Council; Sean
Staunton, Vice President Operations, Dubai Duty Free, President
MEADFA and DFWC Board
member; Jaya Singh, Director,
Head of Global Accounts, Mondelez
World Travel Retail, President
APTRA and DFWC member; Marcus
Griffin, Divisional HR Director Latin
America and Caribbean, Dufry; and
Markus Stauss, Director Marketing,
Travel Retail Worldwide, Coty Inc.
The focus in the first instance

will be on frontline retail staff and
ensuring quality delivery of supplier
product and brand training.
The Board agreed to appoint
Travel Retail Training Ltd to act
as the Academy’s management
company with the responsibility
to create, deliver and coordinate
training programmes and
services on behalf of the DFWC
Academy.

WiFi SERVICE

TFWA WEB APP
Download the web app for smartphones and tablets to keep all information on TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference close to hand. The web app is accessible on any mobile OS via your browser.

TFWA is pleased to provide free WiFi
access within the exhibition halls. Simply
select the MICE HOTSPOTS network.

TFWA ON LINKEDIN
AND TWITTER

Go to: app.tfwa.com/APEC

Visit the TFWA LinkedIn page, and join TFWA’s LinkedIn Group. It is the
ideal place to go for the latest news on TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference, and to learn more about the Association’s objectives.
Plus, send TFWA a message on Twitter.

SUPPORTED BY:

@TFWAnews
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CHILL-OUT PARTY

01 Juan-Miguel Cabrera, Head of Travel Retail,
Haribo; Antje Chu, Marketing Director Asia,
Haribo; and Elisa Fontana, Marketing Manager
Travel Retail, Haribo.
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01

02 Stephanie Randall, Senior Director Global
Sales, Cabeau; and Ashley Sumii, International
Account Manager, Cabeau.

02

03

04

05
03 Jeffrey Loke, Vice President Pricing and Commercial
Strategy, Changi Airport Group; Joya Liu, Account Manager,
China International Duty Free; and Robin Jiang, Indonesia
Business Manager, China International Duty Free.
04 Sylvian Orebi, President, Orientis; Alain Maingreaud,
Managing Director, TFWA; and Frédéric Garcia-Pelayo, VicePresident Finance, TFWA.
05 Erin Lillis-Arrowsmith, Travel Retail Director, Lacoste;
Jean-Louis Delamarre, CEO Asia Pacific & Global Travel Retail,
Lacoste; and Cécile Lamotte, Marketing Director, TFWA.

06 Geneviève Opraseuth, Trade Marketing
Manager, Valrhona; and Amandine
Clayton, Product Manager, Valrhona.

06

07 Joanna Romanowska, Partner, Nebu
Milano; Saad Meabed, President of Duty
Free, Egyptair; Tamara Gee, Creator,
Nebu Milano; Alex Maureta, International
Director, Nebu Milano; and Paula
Marciniak, Makeup Artist, Nebu Milano.
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CHILL-OUT PARTY

CHILL- OUT PARTY

Guests at last night’s ambient Chill-Out Party enjoyed a delectable buffet, fresh sushi and complimentary massages and sweets courtesy
of Haribo amidst the stunning poolside views at the Mandarin Oriental. A prize draw was held, with the lucky winner Antoine Khousmazi,
President, Be Keen, winning a pair of tickets to the French Open at Roland Garros, generously provided by Lacoste. Jean-Louis Delamarre,
CEO Asia Pacific & Global Travel Retail, Lacoste, said: “Lacoste has been sponsoring the French Open for more than 50 years, so it
is fantastic to be able to give away this prize. I hope the winner enjoys the final at Roland Garros, a stadium
forever linked with the Lacoste brand, and that it is a great surprise for them to wake up to!”

5 – TFWA DAILY
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DFNI AWARDS
The DFNI Asia/Pacific Awards for Travel-Retail
Excellence took place last night at the Marina
Bay Sands Expo & Convention Centre.

THE WINNERS
Asia/Pacific Travel Retailer of the Year
DFS GROUP
Asia/Pacific Inflight Travel Retailer of the Year
INFLIGHT SALES GROUP (HK)
Asia/Pacific Airport Travel Retailer of the Year
DFS GROUP
Middle East Travel Retailer of the Year   
DUBAI DUTY FREE
Best New Shop Opening in Asia/Pacific (since May 2015)
AELIA DUTY FREE, AUCKLAND AIRPORT
Best Travel Retailer Operating in a Single Country in Asia/Pacific  
KING POWER THAILAND
Best Cruise/Ferry Travel Retailer in Asia/Pacific
STARBOARD CRUISE SERVICES
Airport Authority with the Most Supportive Approach to Travel Retail
CHANGI AIRPORT GROUP
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Modern fashion accessories with a retro
twist, clearly inspired by the 60’s and the
glorious days of the Lambretta scooters.

Welcome to
Stand H30

Supplier of the Year
LIFETRONS SWITZERLAND
Best New Product Launch (since May 2015)
THE MACALLAN RARE CASK BLACK

CapELLa INDUSTRIES
jd@capellaind.com
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SOCIAL PROGRAMME

PARTY TIME
Wednesday 11 May, 20:00
Mambo Beach, Sentosa Island

ENTRANCE BY INVITATION ONLY – DRESS CODE: SMART

The 2016 SINGAPORE SWING PART Y
moves to Sentosa for some island fun in
a spectacular dreamscape setting. Enjoy celebrity
chef EMMANUEL STROOBANT’s exquisite
cuisine and revel in the full-moon ambience!

Get ready for some island fun in a
spectacular dreamscape setting at
tonight’s Singapore Swing Party. Taking
place on the stunning Sentosa Island,
guests can dance on the beach to a
live band and DJ. Enjoy celebrity chef
Emmanuel Stroobant’s exquisite cuisine
and revel in the full moon ambience.

Mambo Beach, Sentosa Island

SENTOSA

Sentosa Island

MAMBO BEACH

SENTOSA GATEWAY

Tonight, 20:00
Mambo Beach, Sentosa Island

WEDNESDAY 11 MAY - 20:00
MARINA BAY
SANDS HOTEL

Entrance by invitation only
(part of the full delegate status)
Dress code: Smart
Shuttle service available
from all major hotels

TFWA ASIA
PACIFIC BAR
Today, 18:00-19:30
Level 4, Marina Bay Sands Expo & Convention Centre
The TFWA Asia Pacific Bar is firmly established as a
favourite onsite networking venue, and is the perfect
place to unwind with friends and colleagues after a busy
day of business. The large terrace affords a spectacular
view overlooking Marina Bay – a sight not to be missed.

F U L L MO ON I S COMI N G . . .

BUCKLEYLONDON.COM

INTRODUCING THE NEW

Autumn
Winter
2016
COLLECTION

Visit us:
Stand C9, Basement 2

May 8 - 12th 2016
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WATCHES & JEWELLERY FEATURE

WE’VE
COME
A LONG
WAY

A Daniel Wellington watch is stylish, elegant
and can be worn by men and women, no
matter what the occasion or the dress code.
In the creative process, and as the company
produces its watches, it is constantly
striving for perfection, and allowing its
Scandinavian identity to shine through.

While watches & jewellery trends may
come and go, jewels are getting more
sophisticated and watches are getting
smarter. Lorna Strickland-Cook looks at
the sparkles shining bright at the show
and assesses the not-to-be-ignored
emergence of smartwatches.

With almost every watches
& jewellery feature I write
I feel like there’s a small
element of repetition when
I say that the line between
jewellery and watches is
ever blurring.
This year’s showcase at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference is no exception, but the
trends to watch with some of
the key players informing the
consumer industry will always
play a part in the developmental
ideas of travel retail’s finest.
In the last couple of years were
you gifted an exercise activity
tracker, to be worn on the wrist?
I was. It serves as a reminder to
keep on moving, and the trend for
activity trackers is something that
not only companies like FitBit and
Jawbone are tapping into.
Once upon a time wristwear was
either a bracelet or a watch,
but now the market offers so
much more, with smartwatches
becoming even more prevalent.
The Apple Watch is leading the
way in smartwatches. A pioneer
in its field, it offers notifications
linked to your phone such as
calls, text and email, fitness

tracker, heart rate monitor, and
a lot more. With the Apple Watch
paving the way in smartwatches,
others are following suit.
At Baselworld 2016, the emphasis was very much on tourbillon
watches with their delicate
inner workings on display. The
consensus is that big chunky
chronographs are slowly going
out of fashion. Watch development and creation takes years
rather than months, so reacting
to a range of trends in timepieces
will always remain tricky. The
demand for smaller, more
lightweight watches for both men
and women is also abundant.
Stefan Kunz, Sales and Marketing Manager, Montres Chouriet
(Level 1 S12), explains: “The
trend is going back to more
traditional designs in smaller
dimensions. People are looking
for watches with a sleek design
they can wear on a daily basis.
The highest quality for a fair
price is getting more and more
important for customers, and we
believe that we are completely
in this trend with a price range
from $600 to $4,000.”
With smartwatches still in their
relative infancy, they have a long

Emile Chouriet is
presenting its new
Fair Lady collection
of watches at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference. The
collection features
pieces with designs
that translate the
forms found in nature
into the language of
watchmaking.

9 – TFWA DAILY

way to go before superseding
traditional timepieces. “Smartwatches are becoming very
popular at this moment and, for
sure, they will take an important place on our wrist,” adds
Kunz. “But they still have to be
improved in several aspects. We
believe that people are going to
remain faithful to their mechanical watches and would still
like to buy and wear a classic
watch. Mechanical watches
and smartwatches will become
complementary in everyday life,
and people will choose to wear
one or the other depending on
the occasion.”
Another brand that believes
smartwatches are not the be
all and end all is Accurist. Time
Products (UK) (Basement 2 J32)
acquired the Accurist brand back
in 2014 and saw it as the right
time to refresh the brand. “We
took great pleasure in updating
the brand image by transforming the logo, packaging and
product,” says Brand Assistant
Elly Hancock. “The brand refresh
has been consistent throughout
all areas of the business and has
been an extremely exciting time for
Accurist. We have a diverse product

WATCHES & JEWELLERY FEATURE

range, which consists of over 150 models
offering contemporary, traditional and vintage
designs for both men and women.”
This year, Accurist celebrates its 70th year of
crafting watches that are full of British style
and represent “exceptional value for money”.

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC EXHIBITION & CONFERENCE WEDNESDAY 11 MAY 2016

“Our brand identity and true British heritage is
what appeals to our customers. The contemporary style and British in-house design
appeals internationally,” Hancock notes.
A simple and clean watches & jewellery
style is a growing trend. Along with this,

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC EXHIBITION &
CONFERENCE VISITORS WILL DISCOVER
THOMAS SABO’S INCREDIBLE NEW
COLLECTIONS, ESPECIALLY LOVE
BRIDGE – AN EMOTIONAL, PERSONALLY
ENGRAVABLE LINE.

TIME PRODUCTS (UK) ACQUIRED THE
ACCURIST BRAND BACK IN 2014 AND
SAW IT AS THE RIGHT TIME TO REFRESH
THE BRAND. “WE TOOK GREAT
PLEASURE IN UPDATING THE BRAND
IMAGE BY TRANSFORMING THE LOGO,
PACKAGING AND PRODUCT,” SAYS
BRAND ASSISTANT ELLY HANCOCK.

D A N I E L

W E L L I N G T O N
WAT C H E S

Visit us: Basement 2 G33
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modern vintage designs have become
really significant in the industry. “We do
not feel the smartwatches trend will have
an effect on the traditional watch market,”
says Hancock. “Our UK market share
has increased year-on-year and we are
determined to see this continue. Of course
we are mindful of new technology and it
is possible this type of technology will be
available from Accurist in the future, but
at a much lower price point.”
Jordi Valls, Travel Retail Director, Thomas
Sabo (Level 1 T16) agrees. “Less is more,”
he says. “Clean dial designs, slim cases
and vintage-inspired products are the new
trends. Especially watches in yellow gold
all over are a new highlight.”
He believes that, when it comes to smartwatches, related partnerships between
traditional watch brands and technology companies dominate the market.

“Smartwatches have opened up a new
market segment in the industry, responding to the digitisation of our society and at
the same time challenging the traditional
watch brands to re-invent themselves
and focus on exceptional handcraft,” Valls
comments. “The success of smartwatches
is growing. But there is still room for
improvement, especially when it comes
to watch design, life expectancy, and user
friendliness. Smartwatches challenge and
revolutionise the watch industry, but traditional watches do not become obsolete. It
is very likely that the two product segments
co-exist in parallel, leading to consumers
investing in both products.”
Escale Holding is showcasing its smartwatch from Ferragamo Timepieces
(Basement 2 L11) at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference. Escale Holding
Director Caroline Cheung says the F-80

FA C E B O O K . C O M / D A N I E LW E L L I N G T O N O F F I C I A L
TWITTER.COM/ITISDW
P I N T E R E S T. C O M / I T I S D W
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MOTION, the first smartwatch
by Salvatore Ferragamo, is
compatible with both iOS and
Android devices, with a special
Swiss-made movement offering
a range of functions including
activity tracking, sleep pattern,
time zone synchronisation and
back-up. “The consumers’ needs
and habits are evolving and
watch brands need to develop
more functions in addition to
time-telling,” explains Cheung.
“It is challenging to offer
smartwatches in travel retail as
special training and dedicated
display space are required, and
it takes more time to explain
the smartwatch functions to
customers, unless the operating
instructions are intuitive and
easy to use, which is the case for
the F-80 MOTION.”
Introducing a new innovation
at this year’s show is FIYTA
(Basement 2 G8). The Chinese
watchmaker is showcasing its
new 3D Watch. FIYTA is committed to creating the perfect
blend of art and innovation and
infusing it into time technology.
With its new 3D Watch, “the act
of reading time on a watch will
never be the same again,” the
company says. Not only can you
read the time from the front, but
from the side as well at the six
o’ clock position. The uniqueness of this watch lies in its
two reading angles. “Its unique
appearance, splendid structural
design and fine craftsmanship
make this a true masterpiece,”
says FIYTA.

MODERN CLASSICS
Models such as the FIYTA 3D
Watch are indicative of the way
the market is going full circle:
From the advent of the sleek
Apple Watch to the re-emergence
of the modern classic design.
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FERRAGAMO TIMEPIECES
IS SHOWCASING ITS
SMARTWATCH, THE F-80
MOTION. IT IS
COMPATIBLE WITH BOTH
IOS AND ANDROID
DEVICES, WITH A SPECIAL
SWISS-MADE MOVEMENT
OFFERING A RANGE OF
FUNCTIONS INCLUDING
ACTIVITY TRACKING,
SLEEP PATTERN, TIME
ZONE SYNCHRONISATION
AND BACK-UP.

Modern classics are prevalent
with watch supplier Lambretta
Watches (Basement 2 H30),
which is focusing on modern
fashion accessories with a retro
twist, clearly inspired by the
60s and the Italian Lambretta
scooters. The timepieces aim to
be timeless desires for everyone
and every occasion and it has
carved its very own retro niche
in consumer and travel retail
markets. On display at this
year’s show is a mix of easy

fashion-led watches, including
Lambretta Cielo trios; Cielo
Zebra – inspired by the patterns
and colours of the savannah;
and Cielo Paisley – the fun and
swinging 60s has bounced back
onto the catwalks. Lambretta
Watches is also launching a
brand new elegant and modern
Lambretta chronograph collection; the Imola Classic, Marketing Manager Christian Hoffmann
says is “for men who desire to go
faster... in style!”

In addition to the Tous classic jewels, the company launches more than 30 jewellery collections each year focusing on
a versatility of design, which enables it to offer pieces to fit with today’s most daring trends. Tous uses fine metals and
precious stones, as well as new materials and techniques such as titanium, silicon and hydrothermal gemstones.

12 – TFWA DAILY

Lambretta Watches is also
presenting its Lambretta Airline
Exclusive Duo-kits. “It is a range
of our onboard bestselling watch
models together with a matching GWP bracelet, in a unique
duo-package especially designed
with the inflight customer in
mind,” Hoffmann adds.
Last year, we highlighted the
increasing abundance of rose
gold items, and this trend is still
going strong. Martina Engwall,
Head of Travel Retail, Daniel
Wellington (Basement 2 G33)
tells the TFWA Daily “we have
noticed that the silver watches
are a growing trend, even if the
rose gold watches are still the
most popular.”
Engwall believes that smartwatches won’t yet destroy the
traditional timepieces market,
but rather that “the two will
co-exist.”
A Daniel Wellington watch is
stylish, elegant and can be
worn by men and women,
no matter what the occasion
or the dress code. In the
creative process, and as the
company produces its watches,
it is constantly striving for
perfection, and allowing its
Scandinavian identity to shine
through. “Our intention is to

uphold a design without too
many special features, ensuring
that every watch feels perfectly
streamlined on the wrist. With
replaceable NATO and leather
straps, the unique and timeless
design of our watches means
they perfectly complement your
different outfits.”
While Engwall explains that the
brand hasn’t had the chance
to develop specific travel retail
exclusive items yet, she is
excited that Daniel Wellington
is about to launch GWPs in the
coming months. Travel retail is
an important area for the brand,
with growth anticipated in China
and Japan.

AFFORDABILITY
There’s an emphasis at this
year’s show on targeting the
more affordable, from the
growth of smartwatches to the
continued presence of affordable, elegant jewels. Jewellery
brand Tous (Level 1 R12) is
presenting items “under the
concept of affordable luxury, and
far from the traditional parameters of fine jewellery,” says
Alba Comabella, International
Communications. “It’s a tender,
fun brand with a youthful spirit.”
In addition to the Tous classic

Tower Bridge, London

TFWA Asia Paciﬁc Exhibition & Conference
Stand C2 | 8th – 12th May 2016 | Marina Bay Sands, Singapore

www.clogau.com

MAVIVE SPA
BOOTH F18
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jewels, the company launches
more than 30 jewellery collections
each year focusing on a versatility
of design, which enables it to
offer pieces to fit with today’s
most daring trends. Tous uses
fine metals and precious stones,
as well as new materials and
techniques such as titanium,
silicon and hydrothermal
gemstones. Such choice makes
it able to adapt to local consumer
preferences, while staying true to
the brand DNA.
Tous is present on five continents,
with more than 500 points of
sale in nearly 50 countries. In the
following 12 months, it expects
that Asia Pacific, China in particular, and the US should be a major
focus of the brand’s expansion.
Another brand with its
eyes firmly set on the
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affordable market is Estella
Bartlett (Basement 2 D01). With
its unique slimline packaging, with a focus on gifting,
Estella Bartlett focuses on
simple pendants with on-trend
ornaments. Estella Bartlett
travel retail consultant McG
Consultants Global Travel Retail
Manager Jessica McGrattySinger tells the TFWA Daily that
the brand sees a “requirement
for a modestly priced collection,”
and will soon be launching its
sterling silver collection to travel
retail in Singapore. “We are
delighted that Estella Bartlett is
launching in Singapore this year
at TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference,” says McGrattySinger. “Estella Bartlett is
thrilled to be launching with LS
travel in Changi this summer.”
Lambretta Watches is
presenting its Lambretta
Airline Exclusive Duokits. This is a range of its
onboard bestselling watch
models together with a
matching GWP bracelet,
in a unique duo-package
especially designed with the
inflight customer in mind.

FIYTA IS PRESENTING ITS NEW
3D WATCH, WHICH UNIQUELY
HAS TWO READING ANGLES.
NOT ONLY CAN YOU READ THE
TIME FROM THE FRONT, BUT
FROM THE SIDE AS WELL AT
THE SIX O’ CLOCK POSITION.

McGratty-Singer says that travel
retail and inflight sales provide
huge exposure to a quintessential English brand, which gives it
tremendous awareness. A huge
amount of website enquiries and
sales come from people seeing
the brand in the air.
Affordability is something that
Welsh gold jewellery supplier
Clogau (Basement 2 C2) takes
very seriously. Its travel retail
exclusive range is priced from
£59-£149 and consists of 40
pieces. All items contain rare
Welsh gold, as used by British
Royalty for over 100 years.
“Historically we’ve sold products
on airlines from our main
assortment with price points
between £99-£199. However,
following feedback from buyers,
we created an inflight exclusive
range specifically for airlines,
with a lower price point of
between £59-£149,” explains
Aran Turner, International
Customer Service Manager,
Clogau. “The range of 40 pieces
of jewellery are split into three
different pricing brackets:
Premium – £99-£149, Mid –
£79-£99, and Entry – £59-£79.
Tweaking the amount of gold or
stones in a piece allows us to
offer multiple pricing options to
satisfy all customers.”
Tweaking the amount of stones
is something that jewellery
supplier Dyrberg/Kern, which is
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being showcased on the Scorpio
Worldwide stand (Basement 2
D9), understands very well. “We
are seeing an introduction of
colours that were very popular in
the 70s – warm oranges, bright
greens, and dark blues, all of
which we have incorporated in
our upcoming Autumn/Winter

collection,” comments Jacob
Olsen, Travel Retail Manager,
Dyrberg/Kern. “Rose Gold
continues to be a great seller for
us, so much so that it matches
our pure gold sales. The trend
seems to be here to stay. Over
the top bling was a trend we
were seeing a couple of years

ESTELLA BARTLETT FOCUSES
ON SIMPLE PENDANTS WITH
ON-TREND ORNAMENTS. THE
BRAND WILL SOON BE
LAUNCHING ITS STERLING
SILVER COLLECTION TO TRAVEL
RETAIL IN SINGAPORE.
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CLOGAU’S TRAVEL RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE RANGE IS PRICED
FROM £59-£149 AND
CONSISTS OF 40 PIECES. ALL
ITEMS CONTAIN RARE WELSH
GOLD, AS USED BY BRITISH
ROYALTY FOR OVER 100 YEARS.

ago, yet now this has been
replaced with a more sophisticated, controlled amount of
sparkle. While the Swarovski
crystals are getting smaller, the
demand for big precious stones
is increasing. Rubies, Emeralds,
and Topaz are all becoming
more fashionable – once again
incorporating a more 70s look
and feel.”
Meanwhile, Moments of Jewellery (Basement 2 H28) has a
range of nine collections, each
with a story behind its development and creation. Every stone
set in the products has been
manually inlaid, individually, by
professional jewellers. There are

new styles on show this week.
Noel Chan, Director, Moments
of Jewellery, says the brand is
promoting a lifestyle whereby
consumers buy jewellery to
express themselves or as a gift
to express love for no reason.
“This is strongly expressed
through our brand image For No
Reason,” he notes.
Younger customers are discovering the beauty of Australian
South Sea pearls. “Younger
customers have re-discovered
pearls and are seeking real
Australian South Sea pearls
in more modern designs that
are versatile and unique that
fit their lifestyle and image,”

DANISH JEWELLERY BRAND DYRBERG/KERN IS
PRESENTING ITS NEVER-BEFORE-SEEN TRAVEL
RETAIL COLLECTION FOR MEN. THE COLLECTION
INCLUDES BOTH RAW ARM-PIECES AND
WATCHES, TAKING INSPIRATION FROM THE
STREET, WHICH MEANS THAT NO MATTER YOUR
STYLE, THERE IS A PIECE FOR YOU.
16 – TFWA DAILY

comments Bianca Chan,
Marketing Coordinator, Kailis
Australian Pearls (Level 1 Q11).
Kailis has been a much loved
luxury brand in Australia for
many years, with a large international clientele of tourists.
With some travel retail exclusive products launching soon,
Chan explains: “Our jewellery
is modern and elegant, and
designed for women of all ages
and to be worn at all occasions.”
The collections include
stunning coloured Guilloche
matched with radiant Australian South Sea pearls, pearls
with diamonds and a range of
sterling silver jewellery with
Australian South Sea pearls and
also mother of pearl.
Toscow (Basement 2 B18)
is another Australian brand
in travel retail specialising
in pearls and also crystal
jewellery. General Manager
Francis Ng explains that the
more youthful customer in
travel retail is inclined to
purchase more asymmetrical
jewellery. “Customers used to
buy symmetrical designs with
items in round and oval shapes.
Customers are now looking for
more interesting and dynamic
shapes. Asymmetrical jewellery is especially appealing to

the younger market as it delivers the message of individuality
and personality.”
According to Ng, rose gold
plating is the most fashionable
colour theme at the moment and
has a wide appeal to all markets.
However, yellow gold plating
with champagne tone crystals is
very well received in South East
Asia and the Middle East.
Toscow’s core business is
travel retail and Ng adds that
the brand always launches
exclusive items for travel retail
“and this Singapore show is no
exception.” Toscow is launching
two travel retail exclusive sets.
Both comprise a necklace with
matching earrings set, and
they are offered at a discounted
rate compared with buying
the necklace and earrings
separately.

ASIAN PERSONALISATION
While monogramming and
personalisation might have gone
out of fashion a few years ago,
the trend is firmly back on the
scene with recognisable logos
galore and jewels featuring
initials. In travel retail, personalising items may pose challenges
in terms of supply, especially for
inflight sales.
British brand Buckley London

WATCHES & JEWELLERY FEATURE
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Moments of Jewellery has
a range of nine collections,
each with a story behind its
development and creation.
Noel Chan, Director, Moments
of Jewellery, says the brand is
promoting a lifestyle whereby
consumers buy jewellery
to express themselves or
as a gift to express love for
no reason. “This is strongly
expressed through our brand
image For No Reason.”

(Basement 2 C9) is capitalising
on the trend for personalisation, “which has recently seen
a huge rise in popularity across
all areas of fashion and accessories,” says Rasmus Olsson,
Head of Global Sales. “Our new
‘Be You’ collection hones in the
wearer’s personal style and
features a Mother of Pearl and
hammered disc pendant, which
comes with a free gold-plated
initial charm.”
Interesting ear jackets and cuffs
have been prominent on the
catwalk and worn by numerous
celebrities, allowing Buckley
London to introduce its own
interchangeable earring set.
Featuring two ear jacket designs
that combine plain polished rose
gold and sparkling crescents of
cubic zirconia stones, the items
can be mixed and matched to
suit the wearer’s style and mood.
Buckley’s 2016 collections
include a number of inflight
exclusives, which are designed
to appeal as a gift. Stories of love
and romance run throughout,
with the likes of the charming
Be Loved set. Each item in the

four-piece set represents an
individual letter to spell out the
word ‘Love’. The Eclipse collection has also seen a positive
response globally and is already
listed on seven airlines. The
concept of the flippable disc of
semi-precious and pavé-set
stones has worked due to the
functionality and versatility of
the collection.
Around a third of Buckley’s
inflight business hails from
Asian airlines. “We have
recently rolled out an expanded
portfolio of innovative travel

retail exclusives to further this
growth,” Olsson says.
Wellington Jeweller’s brand
Pica LéLa (Basement 2 F23)
makes sure to appeal to Asian
retailers. The focus for Pica
LéLa in Singapore is on the
launch of its new Enchanted
collection. A stunning feature of
this collection is that the centre
stone flutters when the pendant
is hanging straight, making
its design another example of
versatility in travel retail.
Pica LéLa agrees that there are
some specifics to the region

KAILIS AUSTRALIAN PEARLS IS
PREVIEWING THE BRAND’S NEW
TRAVEL RETAIL DESIGNS AND
ICONIC PEARL JEWELLERY
COLLECTION. EXCLUSIVE TO
TRAVEL RETAIL UNTIL AUGUST
2016, THE BALLERINA SUITE IS
INSPIRED BY THE GRACE AND
ELEGANCE OF PRIMA
BALLERINAS AND FEATURES AN
INTRICATE COLLECTION OF
DIAMONDS ARRANGED AROUND
A SINGLE SOUTH SEA PEARL.

that will follow year-on-year.
“In recent years, the styles
that were once so disparate
in different regions are now
largely converging,” explains
Sarah Lynch, Marketing and
Alliance Director. “We are
seeing that the style remains
decidedly similar across different regions and we witnessed
for example that Asia appears

TOSCOW’S DOLCE VITA
COLLECTION CONSISTS OF THREE
NECKLACES, TWO EARRINGS AND
A RING. THE HIGHLIGHT OF THE
COLLECTION IS THE SIGNATURE
BANGLE. THE COLLECTION
COMES IN FASHIONABLE ROSE
GOLD PLATING.
18 – TFWA DAILY

to be more heavily influenced
by the Western style of larger
or statement pieces than in
previous years. That is not to
say that that has overridden
the usual style, but now we
see that we can sell successfully both larger statement
pieces and also daintier pieces
in this market.”
The breadth of the Pica LéLa
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PICA LÉLA IS SHOWCASING ITS UTOPIA
COLLECTION. ONE OF THE HERO PIECES IS
DARLING ROSE, THE FLORAL EMBLEM OF
THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA.
ITS DISTINCTIVE PINK COLOURING MAKES
FOR A STRIKING PIECE.

WATCHES & JEWELLERY FEATURE

collection encompasses a
number of different styles,
allowing the brand to embrace
its multicultural market. A core
focus, as always, is to cater
for this diverse international
consumer. To continue the
trend of personalisation for the
region, one of Pica LéLa’s hero
pieces at the show is Darling
Rose, the floral emblem of
Australia’s Northern Territory.
“Our emphasis is always to
envisage upcoming fashion
trends and then tailor to
local markets,” Lynch adds.
“For example, we need to be
cognisant of the jewellery size
demand in different markets
and, therefore, we may need
to reflect and tailor to these
needs within collections.”
This year’s exhibitors are
showcasing a collection of
exciting and new modifications

to a category that shows no
sign of slowing in research
and development. Tourbillon
watches continue to serve as
functional beauty, while the
other wrist tells the story of
pioneering smartwatches
blurring the line between
beautiful functions. Women
own more than one piece of
jewellery and the offerings at
the show highlight the trend for
simple, modern pieces suited to
an international audience.
The smartwatch market is
in its infancy, but is steadily
on the rise. At the moment,
suppliers canvassed for this
article agree that smartwatches
and traditional watches can
happily co-exist. But how long
will it be before smartwatches
eradicate traditional timepieces
altogether? We’ll just have to
give it time.

Learn more about the watches & jewellery
innovations being presented at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference by visiting the TFWA Product
Showcase (www.tfwaproductshowcase.com).
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DUBAI DUTY FREE
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NEW CONCOURSE D TAKES DUBAI
DUTY FREE “TO ANOTHER LEVEL”
The opening of Concourse D in February means Dubai Duty Free now operates over 34,000sqm
of retail space at Dubai International Airport. This development builds on another record year
for the operator, and takes Dubai Duty Free’s “retail offer to another level”, as Colm McLoughlin,
Executive Vice Chairman, Dubai Duty Free, explains to Ross Falconer.
Dubai Duty Free is building
on a successful 2015, in
which the retail operation
recorded annual sales of
US$1.888 billion.
2016 has begun with positive
first quarter sales and the
opening of the new Concourse
D at Dubai International
Airport, with its hotly anticipated retail offer. The new
retail offer covers 7,000sqm
and introduces new brands,
including Tiffany & Co,
Burberry, Tory Burch, and
Cartier.
“The retail offer in Concourse
D is performing very well on a
comparable basis,” says Colm
McLoughlin, Executive Vice
Chairman, Dubai Duty Free.
“Concourse D has all the full
service airlines other than
Emirates, and Emirates is
continuing to use Concourse
C for its flights in addition to
Concourses A and B. Prior
to the opening of Concourse
D, Emirates was using some
of the gates in Concourse C
during peak periods. Thus, on
a comparable basis, we are
seeing the sales in Concourse
D and Concourse C to be higher
by about 6.5% after the opening
of Concourse D, with especially
strong growth in the Perfumes
and Cosmetics, Gifts from

Dubai, Fashion, Watches and
Electronics shops.”
The reaction of travellers has
been overwhelmingly positive.
The first flight departed
the new Concourse D on 24
February, and Dubai Duty
Free gathered the reactions of
most passengers. McLoughlin
enthuses that the feedback
shows “they loved the retail
offer in the concourse”. “As
it is a true walkthrough duty
free, the passengers have to
pass through the retail offer
to get to the gates but, more
importantly, they are able to
quickly orient themselves as
they enter the retail area and
that helps them to reduce
their anxiety and increases
their propensity to spend,” he
explains. “Concourse D takes
the retail offer to another
level because of the layout of
the offer, the ease of orientation and the significant use
of digital screens to improve
the communication with
passengers when they are on
the shop-floor. Also, for the
passengers using airlines other
than Emirates, it represents a
significant improvement in the
retail offer 15 years after the
opening of Concourse C in April
of 2000. I think it is fantastic
for all the passengers using
airlines other than Emirates.”

HH Sheikh Ahmed bin Saeed Al Maktoum, President of Dubai Civil Aviation Authority and
Chairman of Dubai Duty Free, greets Colm McLoughlin, Executive Vice Chairman, Dubai Duty
Free, at the official opening of the new Concourse D at Dubai International Airport.

CONCOURSE C AND AL
MAKTOUM INTERNATIONAL
Dubai Duty Free’s next two
significant projects are the
renovation and refurbishment
of Concourse C, and the expansion of the retail offer in Al
Maktoum International Airport’s
Passenger Terminal Building.

Concourse D takes the
retail offer to another level
because of the layout of the
offer, the ease of orientation
and the significant use of
digital screens.
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“As Emirates has started to use
the full Concourse C since the
opening of Concourse D, it has
been necessary to renovate the
retail offer in order to better
position it to the new passenger
flows – since passengers using
Concourse C are coming to
the concourse from Terminal
3 rather than Terminal 1 – and
also accommodate the changes
that the airport had to make
to the building in order to
accommodate the larger Boeing
777 and Airbus 380 aircraft
that Emirates has in its fleet,”
McLoughlin comments.
This means that Dubai Duty Free
will have a strong retail offer
close to the area where passengers walking from Concourse B
enter Concourse C – around the
control tower – and also more
retail outlets on the departures
level of the concourse, in addition
to completely renovating and
repositioning the retail offer
on the apron level. “This is a

significant project. Work will start
onsite around July of this year
and you will see the first phase
of this renovation completed by
December,” McLoughlin adds.
Meanwhile, the retail offer at Al
Maktoum International Airport
is being increased in line with
expansion of the passenger
terminal building’s capacity to 27
million passengers. The retail
offer will increase to about
4,500sqm and it will also mean
changing some of the existing
retail offer in that building in
order to accommodate the
expansion.
Looking ahead, Dubai Duty
Free is constantly reviewing its
retail offer and making changes
as needed. “We are currently
working on a project to decrease
congestion in the spine of the
western part of Concourse B, and
also making improvements to the
retail units in Perfumes, Watches
and Electronics in Concourse B,”
McLoughlin concludes.

NEW FRESHPAK

TM
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SHOW OPENS
The exhibition was officially opened
yesterday morning with the customary
and colourful lion dance. The dance is
performed to ward off evil spirits and
bring good luck to the show.

DELICATE APPEARANCE
Parisian style delicately
combined with new more
Asian motifs is what Agatha
Paris has in mind for its
latest Spring-Summer
collection. The company
is thrilled to be showcasing its new travel retail
exclusive Sakura, Eden
and Lady Scottie range
to potential new clients
at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference.
The new range, available
both inflight and instore at
airports, comprises sterling
silver jewellery, such as
bracelets, earrings, and
necklaces, combined with
crystal to create a delicate
appearance, targeted at
a young demographic of
women aged 21-35.

“China is our largest
market,” says Karan Tuli,
General Manager, Agatha
Asia Pacific Ltd, Global
Head, Travel Retail. “That
is why we strive to cater
for the Asian, as well
as the French market,
and this event is a great
opportunity to grow more
exposure.”

For Neuhaus, the focus
is firmly on innovation. A
highlight on its stand this
year is a unique gift for
travellers – the Flavours of
the World collection. Philip
Geeraert, Director International Sales, explained
that the collection was
inspired when Neuhaus’
Maître Chocolatier created
five new flavours after
travelling around the
world. “This special gift,
exclusively for consumers
travelling through airports
is a travel-friendly gift box

FLAVOURS OF
THE WORLD

Agatha Paris will expand
into the Middle East, specifically Dubai Duty Free, in the
next few months.
“We are excited about
our new range. It will
make a difference for our
travel retail appearance,”
enthuses Tuli.

design of each chocolate.
The eye-catching box is easy
to merchandise in airports.
“We have also upgraded
the highly successful ‘City
Collection’,” explains
Geeraert. “The chocolate
gift with a colourful and
elegant design of city icons
is an ideal gift for travellers.”
The Neuhaus Souvenir
Collection is a gift box
containing 16 chocolates.
The trendy design refers
to the destination, with city
or country-specific icons.
Meanwhile, Neuhaus has
also upgraded its successful Carré or square
chocolates collection.

Basement 2 G22

Basement 2 G26

with 20 chocolates, containing trending flavours from
all around the globe,” says
Geeraert.
The design of the white box
with golden and bronze
accents refers to travelling, with icons of aircraft,
which are also used for
the design of the coloured

FUNCTIONALITY AND FLEXIBILITY
Clogau is described as the
gold of royalty – celebrating its British royal roots
is at the heart of Clogau’s
past, present and future.
Here at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference
it is showcasing the
new Clogau self-select
spinner unit, which has
been designed with
functionality, flexibility
and the brand’s iconic
aesthetic elements in
mind. The jewellery is
displayed behind perspex
windows, placed next
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to the matching items
in branded gift boxes.
Clogau’s self-select
spinner units are the
perfect showcase for its
iconic sterling silver and
9ct gold jewellery.
Aran Turner, International Customer Service
Manager, Clogau,
explained that spinner
unit has just been
introduced with Dubai
Duty Free and Abu Dhabi
Duty Free. It is also at
Auckland.
Other point-of-sale

offerings include the
Impulse ring unit, which
displays 25 rings on
retractable wires, allowing
the customer to touch, feel
and try on the product.
Turner added that, in
addition to the growing
portfolio of Clogau
boutique stores and
shop-in-shop furniture
offerings, future plans are
in development for luxury
pop-up shops in airports.
Meanwhile, Clogau
is also continuing to
develop its travel retail
exclusive offering and is
introducing 40 new items
to its collection.

Basement 2 C2
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LIFESTYLE BRAND
Minimalistic and refined,
the classic design with
interchangeable straps is
what truly defines Daniel
Wellington’s new concept
for its Spring/Summer
2016 watch collection.
The new collections
– Classic, Dapper and
Classy – were a real hit
yesterday in the exhibition.
Velvet, marble and silver

all come together to create
this iconic accessory. The
watches are smaller, with a
more vintage design perfect
for the summer season.
“In terms of domestic
markets, the Asia
Pacific region is of great
importance for us, since
our largest markets are
China and Japan,” says
Josefine Nybacka, Key

Account Manager, Daniel
Wellington. “Now we are
hoping to expand our travel
retail presence in these
countries and in Asia in
general. We always put a
story behind our products.
We are lifestyle brand and
that is what makes us
truly unique.”

Basement 2 G33

���th ANNIVERSARY
Brown-Forman is focusing
on the 150th anniversary
of Jack Daniel’s Distillery
here at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference.
“We’re promoting that and
rolling out some special
offers and promotions in
support of that,” explained
Marshall B. Farrer, Vice
President, Managing
Director Global Travel

Ferrero is premiering its
latest novelties, including
sets for its Tic Tac brand
that allow it to diversify
into the gifting sector, for
example through a travel
retail exclusive iPhone 6
case or keychain gift sets.
Other new additions to the
Ferrero family include new
format sharing Kinder Minis
pouches, featuring familiar
favourites like Chocolate,
Bueno and Country, and 48
piece boxes of the perennially popular Ferrero Rocher
with sleeves themed by
some of the world’s most
iconic cities.
“We are doing quite well
– we are one of the confectionery companies doing
best in the industry still,”
explains Laurent Jenny,
Regional Sales Manager,
MEA & Asia.
The company has benefitted from the diversity and
recognition of its brands;
while Rocher continues to
do incredibly well in Asia,
particularly China, the Middle
East region has responded
appreciatively to the Nutella
World travel range, launched

EASTERN
PROMISE

a few years ago.
“For now, I am hoping that
the Middle East remains
stable. With stability I
know we can do fantastic
business in the Gulf

and North Africa, and of
course our big hope on
the horizon remains Iran,”
says Jenny.

Basement 2

Retail, Brown-Forman.
He added that BrownForman is also introducing Jack Daniel’s
Tennessee Fire – its
cinnamon-flavoured
whiskey – to the Asia
Pacific region. “We are
leading the international
expansion of that through
travel retail,” Farrer said.
Indeed, Jack Daniel’s

It’s been a vintage year
for Paul & Shark, both
in the travel retail and
domestic markets, with a
host of new openings and
some major milestones
achieved.
Last month saw the
brand bag its first US
airport with an opening
in Houston. Other
recent and soon-tolaunch openings being
celebrated by Catherine
Bonelli, Global Travel
Retail Director, and her
team include Korea,
Hainan and two projects
in Paraguay, which will
be firsts for the country.
“These have been the
best two years of my
professional life. It has
just been phenomenal,
and it is so exciting see
these projects come to
fruition,” says Bonelli.
To what does Paul &
Shark, which is gearing
up for a new opening in
Hong Kong International
Airport next week, for
which it has prepared
an exclusive polo with
reverse-printed collar
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Tennessee Fire has just
been introduced at Sydney
Airport with Heinemann,
and is generating a great
response.
As part of the year-long
celebration of the 150th
anniversary, Chris
Fletcher, Assistant Master
Distiller, Jack Daniel’s
Tennessee Whiskey, is at
the Brown-Forman stand.

He is conducting tastings,
sharing his knowledge
of the Brown-Forman
whiskey portfolio and
sharing stories about his
experiences growing up in
Lynchburg.
“This show is an outstanding venue for us to sit down
with many customers in the
region, and allows us to get
a greater representation
of our team to meet key
people in the travel retail
industry,” Farrer added.

Basement2M1+2

MAGIC
PRODUCT
and cuffs, attribute its
success? For Bonelli it is
a combination of strong,
supportive leadership
from Andrea Dini, a
willingness to invest in
innovation, and a confidence in communicating
Paul & Shark’s distinctive
Italian, luxury values of

craftsmanship.
“This is a magic product,
with a lot of technology
behind each piece. I
think people now have an
updated view of Paul &
Shark – it is a real brand
story,” adds Bonelli.

Basement 2 D11
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IRRESISTIBLE
DELICACIES
A key focus for Loacker
here at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference
is showcasing its new The
Best of Pouch Bag 300g,
containing 14 individually
wrapped specialities.
There’s a taste of everything: refined Tortina Mini
Original and Dark-Noir,
exquisite Patisserie
Coconut, Creme Noisette,
Cappuccino and Dark Noir,

delicious Classic Minis
Napolitaner, Cremkakao
and Vanille, Gardena
Fingers in three flavours
(Hazelnut, Chocolate,
Coconut) and even Classic
Chocolat Minis covered
in milk or extra dark
chocolate.
René Ott-Kunold, Business
Unit Director, Loacker,
explained that there is a lot
of potential for growth in

PLUSH
EXCLUSIVES

New exhibitor Steiff
enjoyed a busy first day in
the show yesterday. The
iconic brand is, of course,
well-known for its famous
‘button in the ear’, which
each of its plush toys has

sported since 1904.
Steiff has a total of 500
skus, with different target
groups. Here at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference, it is showing
a broad range of products
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the Middle East and Asia.
In fact, just two weeks ago,
the new pouch bags were
introduced to Bahrain Duty
Free. “We aim to convince
more and more operators
of our brand across the
whole channel,” says
Ott-Kunold. “We’ve had an
unbelievable response to
the new pouch bags.”
Meanwhile, two duty
free exclusives are the
Assorted Gardena Fingers
Pouchbag 337.5g, with
27 individually wrapped
Gardena Fingers in three
flavours, and the Gran
Pasticceria Selection

for children, and collectors’ items.
Alexander Noack, Travel
Retail Manager, Steiff,
revealed that brand new
at the show is the World
Travel Edition. The travel
exclusive items are a plush
monkey or plush dog,
packaged in a suitcase.
Each of Steiff’s products
has a name and, in this
instance, the dog is called
Laila and the monkey
is called Liam. Noack
explained that the red
suitcase colour was chosen
for the monkey to appeal
to the Chinese market, as
2016 is the Chinese Year of
the Monkey. “The reception
has been outstanding. It
has been a great start to
the show,” Noack said. “We
are very strong in markets
such as Europe and the
US, and we see a lot of
potential in Asia.”
Indeed, Steiff is already
listed onboard ANA and
Korean Air.

Level 1 P12

231g. Martin Klammer,
International Sales Area
Manager Southeast Asia/

Shiseido Travel Retail
is making its inaugural
appearance as a unified
entity at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference,
where it is presenting a
host of new products and
travel retail exclusives
from its reinforced portfolio of skincare, make-up
and fragrance brands.
Established 1 May, the
dedicated travel retail
division of Shiseido Group
carves a strong presence
on the show floor with its
towering duplex stand,
designed to embody
Shiseido’s spirit of omotenashi (hospitality) and
represent the different
‘brand worlds’ under one
umbrella.
Its digital innovation
credentials are also being
showcased with two
high-impact 16-screen
interactive digital walls,
which automatically play a
brand video when a visitor
picks up a product from a
linked podium displaying
the latest products from

China, Loacker, added
that the Gran Pasticceria
line is very successful in

Southeast Asia.
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UNIFIED
PRESENCE
Shiseido, Clé de Peau
Beauté, Anessa, Aupres,
NARS, bareMinerals,
Issey Miyake and Narciso
Rodriguez.
“The Asia Pacific region
lies at the heart of our
travel retail strategy, and
the TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference –
a key event in our calendar
– is the ideal platform to

demonstrate our newly
unified presence,” said
Shiseido Travel Retail
President Philippe Lesné.
“Our travel retail team will
be out in full force, and we
are eager to meet with our
retail partners from the
region and members of the
global travel retail press.”

Basement 2 B20
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PRODUCT
PREMIERE
Unilever yesterday
celebrated the launch
of its Nexxus premium
haircare range into
travel retail at a press
event hosted at its
stand.
The range of concentrated-protein enriched
shampoos, conditioners,

masks and treatments
draws on well over 40
years of salon experience, where it was
exclusive until 2006.
Having recently
launched in domestic
markets in Brazil and
the UK (where it is
exclusive to Harrods),



Nexxus is taking flight in
travel retail where it will
appeal to 25-50-year-old
women who are looking
for remedies to restore the
quality of dry, damaged or
ageing lacklustre hair.
“We believe that hair is
alive, and can be replenished. The Nexxus range
offers unprecedented
levels of protein for the
woman who wants to
move with style and grace,
just as she does,” explains
Rosalyn Frayna, Business
Manager Travel Retail.
All products are free
of silicone and include
natural ingredients like
deep-sea minerals,
marine collagen and
white orchid extract.
Also at its stand,
Unilever is showing off
the refreshed look for
Toni & Guy, the salon
styling brand with a bold
visual identity featuring
outsized ampersand and
ranges colour-coded to
their end result, to allow
the consumer to easily
navigate shelves.

EXHIBITION NEWS

With rosé sales booming in
the US and Northern Europe,
Barton & Guestier believes the
wine is poised for great things
in Asia. “Rosé now accounts
for 30% of wine consumed in
France,” said Philippe Marion,
Sales and Marketing Director.
“It has been a slow starter in
Asia, but we expect rosé to be
the next big trend here.”
With that in mind, Barton &
Guestier is launching a new
addition to its pink portfolio
at the show: a magnum
bottle of La Villa Barton.

TICKLED PINK
“This is a single estate wine
from Provence, which is the
main driving force behind
the consumption of rosé in
France,” said Marion.
With sales of sparkling wine
increasing 5% annually,
Barton & Guestier is also
excited to announce it
is distributing fizz from
Patriarche. “We now have

a portfolio that’s really
complementary,” said Marina
Julien, Travel Retail Manager,
Barton & Guestier. “Patriarche
is the largest underground
cellar in Burgundy and we are
the oldest wine merchant in
Bordeaux. Together we have a
long history.”
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JEWELLERY WITH
PERSONALITY
“This show is different for
us than last year,” says
Maggie Zhang, Director
of Inflight Business, Pica
LéLa. “This year we are
not only launching the
new Enchanted collection,
but also pre-releasing
Eutopia – a truly beautiful

depiction of the flora in
Australia.”
Pica LéLa is excited to
tell visitors about its
newest concepts. The
focus for the company
is on the launch of its
new Enchanted collection. Inspired by the

passion in movement,
a main feature of this
stunning collection is
that the stone flutters,
resembling the graceful
and elegant movements
of a ballerina. Targeted
mainly at the Asian
market, Pica LéLa is

already experiencing
a remarkable growth
in the region, most
notably Korea, with sales
+43% for last year. “We
believe our business will
grow even further with
our different, unique
products,” said Zhang.
“We want to boldly tell
the world that we are
unique. We make jewellery which has its own
personality.”
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WRITING
HISTORY

SWEET
SUCCESS
Though these are turbulent times for travel retail,
Perfetti Van Melle Global
Travel Retail has been
riding out the bumps in
the road. “More people

are travelling, but they’re
spending less,” said Susan
de Vree, Manager Global
Travel Retail. “However,
this is good news for us,
because we are a low

GROWING
GLOBALLY
Travel retail for Furla is
growing globally, with its
turnover up 36% in 2015
over 2014. In Asia that
growth was 20%.
Furla recently opened
with DFS in Siem Reap
and Okinawa Airport North
& South Wings and in the
Okinawa Galleria. This
year it will also be opening
in Siem Reap Airport,
Bali Airport, Kaoshiung
Airport, a further location
in Taoyuan Airport and a
boutique in Mynamar.
“Airports can be the
perfect way for brands
to grow their global

awareness and also use
the medium as a platform
for product launches,”
says Gerry Munday,
Global Travel Retail
Director, Furla. “They are
a great way to reach the
growing middle classes
of emerging markets,
look at China in the past
few years, and in terms of
marketing potential, offer
the possibility to create
engaging activations and
theatre, regardless of the
category.”
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Braun is writing a new
chapter in its history at the
show. For the first time
the electronics specialist
is exhibiting alongside
another German company,
Lamy, renowned for its

fine writing instruments.
“In the last five years Lamy
has managed to double
its business in a market
that has been flat,” said
Marcello Zorzin, Director.
“So this is exciting.”

price category.”
The confectionery brand
has found that confectionery products incorporating toys perform
particularly well in Asia,
and it is showcasing two
such items in Singapore.
The first is Mentos
UFO, a toy flying saucer
that dispenses sweets,
and the second is the
Fun Pen, which allows
consumers to write on

rice paper with liquid
sugar, and then eat the
message.
Perfetti Van Melle Global
Travel Retail is celebrating a decade at the show
this year. “It’s always a
nice one to come to,” said
de Vree. “You have time
to properly catch up
with people.”

The German companies
are occupying adjacent
stands at the show and
delegates will find innovations at both. While Lamy
is exhibiting trailblazing
writing implements, Braun
is showcasing its pioneering “lift and learn” device.
Zorzin explained the
concept: “When customers pick up a product,
a screen next to them
plays a video detailing

New legislation has
undeniably made life
difficult for the tobacco
sector, but Agio Cigars is
finding ways to operate
within these new laws and
is feeling bullish about the
products it is launching at
the show.
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LIMITED EDITIONS

ROLL
WITH
IT

everything they need to
know about that product in
their own language.”
This technique is brand
new and has been trialled
at two locations in
Frankfurt Airport. “First
data confirms a tripling of
sales,” said Zorzin.
Braun is looking for new
partners to present this
concept to.

Butlers Chocolates is
showcasing a number
of key lines, including
the Dessert Menu, the
Cocktail Menu and Rose
Gold luxury assortments.
“We are also exhibiting a
number of popular travel
retail exclusive products,
including Butlers Caramel
and Nut Chocolates along
with premium Butlers
assortments,” says Aisling

Walsh, Marketing Director,
Butlers Chocolates.
Also on display are
Butlers 200g Bars – filled
with the popular flavours
of Irish Cream and Irish
Whiskey Truffle.
“It has been a good first
day in the show,” Walsh
comments. “The Dessert
Menu and Cocktail Menu
are working very well.”
Also generating strong

“There are display bans
in Russia – at Moscow
Sheremetyevo and
Moscow Domodedovo
airports – but our Collection 12 is doing really well
there,” reports Gertrude
Stormink, Global Travel
Retail Manager. “That’s
down to education –
educating staff is really
important, especially
when there are display
bans.”
Agio Cigars is launching
its new Balmoral Private
Collection 25 at the show,
a limited edition collection
of 25 cigars, which are

presented in an ornate
box complete with a
humidifier. “Dubai Duty
Free has placed an order
and Istanbul Duty Free,
which is like the Valhalla
of cigars, will start selling
it,” said Stormink. “We
have had a lot of positive
reactions at the show.”
Agio Cigars is also launching Añejo XO in Singapore, a collection of 20
handmade cigars, which
has received rave reviews
in the Cigar Journal.
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interest has been a new
limited edition line – The
Chocolate Collection.
New editions will be
released for different
seasons, the first being
for Christmas this year,
followed by Chinese New
Year, Spring, and Eid. The
collection includes some
of Butlers’ most popular
chocolates.
“We have had a good
reaction to the limited
lines,” Walsh adds.
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ASIAN
PERSPECTIVE
Marcolin has brought
customised designs to
this year’s TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition &
Conference, alongside
plans to build relationships with Indonesia and
Australia.

EXCLUSIVE
EDITION
Patrón Spirits is introducing
a limited edition one-litre
bottle in travel retail,
which will be presented in
Singapore. This exclusive
collectors’ edition bottle is
adorned with an intricate
design of the iconic Patrón
tequila bee, rendered in
pure pewter and hand
applied. The bottle is then
finished with a unique glass

stopper, and enclosed in a
specially designed elegant
acrylic display case.
“By making this enhancement to our travel retail
offering, we’re not only
differentiating ourselves
from domestic market
sizing and other tequilas,
we’re also ensuring that
Patrón consumers will find
exceptional value when

16128_TFWA_GRANTS_ELEMENTARY_ADVERT_228X163_V1.indd 1

Lucilla Tremonti, Duty
Free and Travel Retail
Marketing Activities,
Marcolin, reports launching new models here in
Singapore, with a focus
on the brands which
are most popular with

Asian customers; Tom
Ford, Guess and Pucci, to
name the top preferences
among its brands.
Revealing that Marcolin has
customised Asian fitting
collections for each brand,
Tremonti said: “Usually the
brands we are selling most
in Asian countries are Tom
Ford, Swarovski and Guess.
The styles are produced in
two different versions – one
worldwide fitting and a

second that is adaptable to
Asian requirements.”
Further explaining the
difference in the frames,
she added: “The front is
more flat and the nose is
different. The nose pads
have a wider thickness to
sit on nose of Asian people.
We try to keep the same
style, but one which fits
better for faces and noses.”
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purchasing our spirits
in duty free,” says John
Kilmartin, Vice President,
Global Travel Retail, Patrón
Spirits International.
Patrón tequila and Patrón
XO Cafe in the permanent
one-litre bottle will be
travel retail exclusive.
Kilmartin also highlighted
another duty free exclusive – Patrón Extra Añejo
5 Años. This rare and
extremely limited edition
extra añejo tequila is
available only for sale in
global duty free.
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THOMAS SABO, founded in 1984 by Thomas Sabo,
is one of the internationally leading providers
in the jewellery, watches and beauty segment.

ith attractively-modern and – hence, both cross-collection and
innovative product presen- pre-configured and combined set
tation, the relaunch of the sales for him and her are planned.
premium jewellery brand within
Jordi Valls, Travel Retail Director
the travel retail segment levels a of THOMAS SABO: “For us, travel
future-oriented path for the travel retail has become an extremely
retail and in-flight business field. important business segment. We
As of now, THOMAS SABO will be are therefore increasingly investing
unveiling new concepts such as self- in this sales channel and anticipate
service units and special modular strong growth in sales that will further
systems for a totally positive and underline our transformation into
efficient shopping experience. With a premium brand. Internationally,
its various presentation modules, travel retail therefore strengthens
this service-oriented concept offers our visibility and rounds off our
travel retail partners an excellent brand image perfectly.”
platform for perfectly staging popular
The lifestyle company operates on
collections such as Sterling Silver, all five continents. The list of major
Love Bridge, Charm Club, Watches cities with their own shops ranges
and Beauty products in a customised from Berlin, Stockholm, Paris,
manner. As the items of jewellery London, Toronto, Hong Kong all the
are fundamentally presented in line way through to Sydney. Globally,
with the ‘ready to wear’ principle, it THOMAS SABO also co-operates with
is inspiring and customer-friendly approximately 2,800 trade partners,
for travel retail partners at airport leading airlines, cruise operators and
destinations and in-flight partners airport destinations.
in equal measure. All target groups
will be serviced with this concept

Glam & Soul – offers irresistibly feminine
designs and always provides a splash of
elegance and glamour.

Visit us at: Level 1, Booth: T16
The new Self Service Unit by THOMAS SABO

AADFS Messe Singapur (US) Travel Retail Advertorial Classic 2-1.indd 2-3

Make memories last –
with your complimentary
engraving.

14.03.16 17:39
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TOOLS FOR
SUCCESS
Thomas Sabo believes it
has the “tools for success”
to conquer travel retail in
Asia Pacific, according to
Jordi Valls, Travel Retail
Director.
It has a “plan to develop

the industry again” with
positive energy, and new
tools which aim to make
selling friendly, as well as
speedy personalisation of
the Love Bridge bracelet.
“We have come with totally
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new tools, tools that are
selling friendly and make
life easy,” says Valls. “For
example, the self-service
unit we launched in
Cannes, which is specially
designed for travel retail,
and our module display
system – every jewel is
allocated in one spot, so no
added work for staff.”
He is confident of a great
show this week, with plenty
of appointments. “We are

launching our engraving
machine, which engraves
in 10 seconds here in
Singapore, for travel retail
worldwide for our Love
Bridge collection,” Valls
adds. “Our main focus in
the region is on China, as
we see China as a projector of where the region is.
Korea and Japan are also
key markets for us.”
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PARISIAN TASTE
Kusmi Tea is making its
debut at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference
this year and the brand
is already making a bold
statement. “We have a
great potential to expand
into Asian travel retail,
since we have a very

ASIA EXPANSION
Jewellery brand Tous
came to TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition &
Conference with a clear
objective – to match with
potential partners in
franchise and to expand
business to inflight.
“In Asia Pacific we want
to develop into duty free
channels, inflight and
cruise lines. We are open
to discuss China, Hong
Kong, Taiwan, Singapore
which are key markets as
well as Japan and Korea,”
said Chris Zhang, Retail
Manager for Asia, Tous.
A travel retail exclusive

is currently in the
concept stage, and Tous
is working to build up
the brand in the region,
augmenting its 35-strong
store presence in Asia,
including China, Hong
Kong and Japan.
“Hopefully we will have
a couple of stores with
Lagardere in the second
half of 2016, in China,
Hong Kong, Malaysia and
Singapore,” Zhang added.
Gwyneth Paltrow was
unveiled as global brand
ambassador in March.

Level 1 R12

differentiated product, the
Parisian taste, which is
new for Asia,” says Sylvain
Orebi, President, Orientis.
The French tea maker is
currently selling mainly
in countries in Europe
– France, Germany, and
the Netherlands – but is

also starting to develop
in Asia. The company is
positive that the brand
will successfully expand
in Asia, as “a lot of the
visitors of our French
boutiques are Asian
customers,” explains
Orebi.
During the show, Kusmi
Tea is presenting its
exclusive Travel Set, an
assortment of its bestselling wellness teas. A

SHARING IS
CARING
“For us Asia is a big opportunity,” says Juan-Miguel
Cabrera, Head of Travel
Retail, Haribo Group. “We
have already made progress
in the past year in new
regions, such as Asia, and
will keep expanding.”
Haribo’s new range has a
particular focus on sharing.
Under the spotlight is the

BROWS FOR
BEAUTY
For Empro’s TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference debut,
Managing Director
CocoAlex Yeoh is sharing
his airport concept for
the brand: lash, brow
and lip bars offering
an express service.
He explains: “A lot of
long-haul travellers,
when they arrive they
no longer look fresh,
and if someone is going

to be meeting them at
the airport it’s not a
good first impression.
With this service we can
deliver a quick design to
change your face in just
three minutes.”
Having established the
brand in 2005, Empro
has already found
success inflight, and
is available onboard
airlines including AirAsia
and Cathay Pacific. The
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new Haribo Pick & Party
748g, a sharing-sized
assortment of mini bags
of some of the favourite
brands – Goldbears, Happy
Cola, Starmix, Tropifruitti,
and Roulette. Also exclusive
for travel retail are the
brand’s new pouches
containing a mix of Haribo
Air-Parade, Goldbears,

products, such as the
bestselling Triangular Brow Pencil
with its patented
teardrop shape, have
won more than 30
cosmetics awards,
a reflection of the
time and investment
dedicated to research
and development.
“I am always thinking of the next
challenge,” says Yeoh.
“It is so important
to contribute to the
market.”

Level 1 T12

special edition tea, it is
presented in an exclusive
pack with the Eiffel
Tower, made of Kusmi tea
flowers. On display is also
Aqua Rosa – made of dried
fruit. Its red colour makes
this tea specifically attractive to Kusmi’s main target
audience, women between
25 and 50 years old.
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Happy Cola and Starmix,
available in two sizes, 750g
and 250g, suitable both
for sharing and snacking. Additionally, Haribo
presents the Twist ’n Stick
pack – the perfect treat for
children.
“We have already managed
to reach new clients during
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference this year,
and we are hoping to grow
more visibility and develop
in Asia,” concludes Cabrera.
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Radley is demonstrating
a strengthened commitment to travel retail
with the launch of a full,
dedicated collection of
travel retail exclusives,
comprising 80 SKUs.
The brand is also looking
ahead to two other major
symbolic moves towards
accelerating growth:
the establishment of a
regional hub in the form
of Radley Hong Kong in
June, and the acquisition
of its Japanese distributor, due to complete by
the end of this month.
“I think we are showing
commitment to products,



COMMITMENT
TO TRAVEL
RETAIL
supply chain and distribution, and will be a lot
closer to our partners
in the region,” says
Alessandro Petrelli, Head
of International Sales.
Currently the UK, Radley’s
home country, and the
rest of the Europe make
up around 95% of sales,
but with a large and

growing business in Japan
the potential for growth
is huge.
“Travel retail is, we think,
one of, if not the most
efficient way of bringing
the Radley brand message
to the Asian consumer,”
says Radley’s Mark Parker.
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“This year we have developed
our products and visibility,”
says William Ploquin-Maurell,
Junior International Brand
Manager, La Martiniquaise.
Porto Cruz is the new exciting
addition from La Martiniquaise. It is a 2011 vintage
port, considered by many
experts to be outstanding.
Label 5 is also launching a
new digital campaign in 2016,
called “HIGH 5: Say cheers to
the world”. Fun and innovative, HIGH 5 is the first digital
platform, which will allow
people to virtually share a
drink over borders. This will
allow greater visibility of the
brand, as it will attract more
audience, as well convey the
brand’s core value – sharing.
Other exciting launches
include Negrita rum and
Gibson gin. “We are looking
to build new partnerships in
South East Asia and India,”
says Ploquin-Maurell. “To
develop the visibility of the
rest of the brands in travel
retail, most important are our
whisky brands – Sir Edwards,
Label 5, etc.”

FUN AND
INNOVATIVE
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PREMIUM GIFT
Estella Bartlett is a wellestablished European
brand and is making its
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference debut.
It has also announced that
it will be opening in Singapore Changi Airport.

“In terms of travel retail we
have been very successful with in-store retail in
airports and inflight with
more than 20 airlines now,
so naturally the next step is
to target Asia,” says Alison
Fishwick, Travel Retail Sales
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Manager, Estella Bartlett.
The innovative brand has
launched a new sterling
collection, comprising
sterling silver necklaces,
which come in premium
packaging with a lovely
pouch, and whimsical
charms on delicate silver.
Estella Bartlett also focuses
on the personalisation of the
products and understands
the importance of gifting

TRUFFLE TRIUMPH
Valrhona is relaunching
its special edition Christian Lacroix Christmas
collection this week,
including a new 16 piece
box of truffles – a first
for the French brand –
featuring creamy centres
in dark, milk, dulce de
leche and lemon varieties for the 2016 holiday
season.
“We have been planning a
truffle gift box for a while,
and have been getting a
really positive response
here. We’re delighted with
it as part of the Lacroix
offering, and it will be
moving into the standard
range from January
2017,” says Genevieve
Opraseuth, Trade Marketing Manager.
Following an enthusiastic response to the
packaging designed
in partnership with
the globally-renowned
fashion designer last
year, Lacroix is back
onboard for the coming

DREAMS
OF
DUBAI
Nabeel is making its first
appearance at TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition & Conference to introduce more
prospects to its eponymous
line, as well as the Chris
Adams and The Spirit of
Dubai fragrance lines.
The latter is a grand
range of high-end scents

festive season with an
updated, elegant design
in lacy gold and jeweltones of fuchsia, ruby and
lapis lazuli.
Other brands in the
Valrhona stable are also
being presented in fresh
formats, including a 240g
gift set of Mademoiselle
de Margaux, featuring
four Sarmets de Medoc
varieties: Regular,
Orange, Raspberry and
Earl Grey. Swiss brand
Villars also has brand
new design gift tin
formats with assorted

with references to seven
central identities of Dubai,
ranging from the iconic
skyline to the Meydan
Racecourse, playground
of the wealthy. Each is
presented in awardwinning hand-crafted
packaging and formulated
from 100% natural
ingredients.
“This is the Ferrari of
scent. We are in Dubai
Duty Free and will soon be
in Qatar and Abu Dhabi,”
explains Mustafa Adam
Ali, Managing Director.
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varieties in 250g and 450g
sizes.
Valrhona is, therefore, in a
good place to consolidate
its gains in the travel retail
market: “We’ve achieved a
lot in the last three to four
years in pursuing brand
development presence
around the world, and in
particular have seen huge
developments in Asia and
Europe, so we are very
happy about that,” reflects
Opraseuth.
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in travel retail. With such a
great choice of items and
different motifs, there is
something for everybody.
“The Asian market often
wants things more premium
– that is why we believe
that with this new premium
collection, we will be
successful in the Asia Pacific
region,” explains Fishwick.
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OIL
RUSH
Moroccanoil has seen
explosive growth in the
nine years since it’s
revolutionary argan oil
hair treatment, rich in
antioxidants, burst onto
the scene and catapulted
it into the limelight.
The product range has
diversified since then into
luxurious bath and body
lines, and travel retail
distribution has expanded
at an astonishing rate
in just a couple of years.
Recent weeks have seen
Moroccanoil with new
presences in South Korea’s
Shinsegae and onboard
with Asiana Airlines.

ASIAN
FOCUS
Elizabeth Kolovos, CEO
of BeeBio, explained
yesterday that listening
to the needs of the Asian
consumer and using trademark focused ingredients
are the key to succeeding
in the Asian market.
Kolovos revealed that she
designed her product for
the Asian consumer from
the feedback she received
at last year’s TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition & Conference. “When I was here
last year, the feedback was
that Asians love serums as
opposed to creams, so we
launched two serums as
a result, eye and face and
neck. In a humid climate
serum is preferred over
cream,” she said.
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The biggest seller inflight
is a travel retail exclusive – ‘The Traveller’ – a
special 50ml format of
Moroccanoil Treatment
Original.
“While our heritage is
in salons, we’ve always
engaged the end user
rather than just talking
to the sector, which has
been key to the brand’s
success,” says John

Gates, Vice President of
Retail and Travel Retail
Sales. “Now I would
like to bring us back to
our roots by focusing
on increasing volume,
by engaging instore
beauty consultants more,
developing training,
resources and tools for
them to use.”

Launching a brand new
product in Singapore, the
lava face mask, which
extracts toxins out of pores
and tightens skin, is set to
appeal to the Asian market
as their pores are more
open due to humidity and
pollution.
“We put a lot of kiwi fruit,

which whitens skin in our
Bee Venom and Active
Manuka Honey face
masque, it inhibits melanin
production, and was the
hero product of last year,”
Kolovos explained.
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DELICIOUS DEBUT
The Himan Trading
Company is exhibiting
for the first time at this
year’s show. “We have
been waiting for two
years and we’re finally
here,” said Him Yeung,
Sales Manager.
Many of the confectionery
products in the company’s
portfolio are exclusively

J. Cortès Cigars has a
striking stand at this year’s
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference, where
it is screening a movie
chronicling the company’s
history. “It’s a really nice
story,” said Thomas Gryson,
Export Manager and Travel
Retail Coordinator, J.
Cortès Cigars.
It is also teasing a new
range of cigars that it has
been developing. “We
haven’t officially launched,
but we’re introducing
a machine-made mini
robusto, which is the
first of its kind,” added
Gryson. “That’s a reply to
the demand for shorter
smokes.”

for travel retail and Yeung
hopes the show will
enable Himan to gain a
greater foothold in the
Asian market.
“Our main market is
China, but we sell in
Korea, Malaysia and
Thailand as well,” said
Yeung. “We want to find
new markets.”

The brand hopes its
Double Dip Pepero range,
launching here at the
show, will help them find a
sweet spot in other Asian
countries. The biscuits
are filled with cream and
covered in two layers of
chocolate.
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SAFETY IN
NUMBERS

OPEN
BAR

The Singapore Sling
was famously invented
in this city, but there’s
a new cocktail in town.
That cocktail is called

The brand is also teasing
a new medium filler
handmade cigar. “It’s 100%
Nicaraguan,” said Gryson.

the Disaronno Sour, which
delegates are being invited to
try at Illva Saronno’s stand.
“Everyone is welcome,” said
Domenico Toni, Global Sales
Director.
Illva Saronno is exhibiting
in Singapore for the first
time this year, as part of its
continued investment in Asia
Pacific travel retail.

“We’re just seeing what the
reaction is.”
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SPORTING SUCCESS
While Germany dominates
the world of football, it
is also enjoying success
in the highly-competitive
confectionery sector. Ritter
Sport is scoring in many
Asian markets, according
to Katharina Tyrolt, Global
Travel Retail Manager.
“Asian consumers are very
keen on German products
because of their high
quality image,” she said.
With that in mind, the
brand is launching its new
Germany Tower, a 900g
box of 12 chocolate bars,
arranged to create the
colours of the German flag.
This heritage product was
designed in conjunction
with Wöllhaf Travel Retail
in Germany and is being
sold in Berlin and Frankfurt airports, though Tyrolt
expects the product to do
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Tequila Corralejo launched
a new smartphone app at
the show yesterday, in a bid
to increase engagement
with its customers. The app
was launched in collaboration with Delhi Duty Free
and the brand has high
hopes for it.
“This app will be a platform
to communicate with
our customers, which is
becoming more and more
important,” said Raffaele
Berardi, CEO Fraternity

just as well in Asia.
“We have had more
requests for German
heritage products from
Asian clients than German
clients,” she said.
In addition to the German
Tower, Ritter Sport is

“We have a good presence in
Australia with Tia Maria, and
in Japan with Disaronno,”
says Toni. “But we’re not so
big in this region, so there is
a lot of potential here for us.”
Helping them gain a
foothold in the local market
is Disaronno Riserva, a
blend of Disaronno and
whisky, which is exclusive
to travel retail.
“We also have our Icon
Project,” said Toni, referring
to the limited edition bottles
that come in a decorative
sleeve designed by famous
Italian fashion labels.
“So far we have had
Moschino, Versace and
Roberto Cavalli,” he said.
“We will be launching
another one this summer,
but it’s a secret for now.”

showcasing its new 250g
Mini Gift Box and 133g
Mini Knick Pack, designed
for passengers looking
for gifting and snacking
products.
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TEQUILA
MAKES
YOU ‘APPY
Spirits World. “Customers can use the app to
download cocktail recipes,
but this is just the start.”
Going forward, Tequila
Corralejo will develop the
app to become a travel

guide for its customers,
providing them with
information about hotels,
bars and restaurants for
the destinations they are
travelling to.
The brand also used the
show to launch its new
Boker vodka.
“It’s made in Mexico from
corn,” said Felipe Toro,
Area Manager, who would
like to invite delegates to
the stand to sample Tequila
Corralejo’s burgeoning
range of tipples.
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William Grant & Sons
held a press conference
and tasting yesterday to
celebrate its new House of
Hazelwood expressions,
which kept delegates at the
stand long after the exhibition closed.
The new line was inspired
by Janet Sheed Roberts,
the granddaughter of
William Grant, who was the



FAMILY VALUES
oldest person in Scotland
when she died in 2012. She
was 110.
“My great aunt was small,
but very bossy and she lived
in an art-deco house called
Hazelwood,” said Kirsten

Grant Meikle, Director of
Prestige. “She was a very
elegant lady and provided
the inspiration behind
House of Hazelwood.”
The 18, 21 and 25-yearold expressions come in

EXHIBITION NEWS

decorative 1920s bottles and
celebrate the family heritage
and values of the business.
“We’re 100% owned by the
Grant family,” said Grant
Meikle. “So for us it’s not
about satisfying shareholders – we believe that we are
the custodians of the brand,
not the owners.”
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GLOBAL
EXPANSION
Nicolas Piquereau was
only made Senior Vice
President at Amore Pacific
in March, but has already
developed impressively
precise and ambitious
goals for the Korean

cosmetics brand.
He shared that the first
priority here at the show
is to present the brand,
then accelerate visibility
in travel retail, continuing to recruit more

UNIQUE AND
STYLISH
“ODM Dingjun is
different. Creativity is
important and not just
the watch,” explains
Anna H.S. Kwok, Deputy
General Manager, ODM
Dingjun International.

ODM Dingjun is exhibiting for the first time this
year at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference.
“We want to approach
different airlines and
airports, and this event is

a great platform for this,
which provides new opportunities,” says Kwok.
A number of unique and
stylish watches for both
are being presented from
the ODM and LEE brands.
LEE is targeted at
both men and women
between 20 and 35 years
old, who prefer a more
casual lifestyle, while
ODM, after undergoing a
rebranding last year, has

industry challenges.
“In tough times like
now, you just have to do
things better, smarter,
more thought-through.
Our customers are
very intelligent and it is

ASIAN PALETTE
Make-up brand diego
dalla palma is keen to
get on the Asia Pacific
travel retail map. Adele
D’Angelo, Export Trade
Manager, said the

company hopes its unique
selling point is that the
brand is completely
Italian: “Here we are
presenting SS 2016 and
AW 2016/17 in Singapore,

to unveil the Central,
Edgware, Greenwich,
Hoxton and Adelphi sets,
additions to a range of
fashion jewellery lines
named after iconic
London neighbourhoods
and landmarks.
“London is in our DNA,
and everyone from every
country knows London –
in fact we had a meeting

today where a customer
told us they love the
brand simply for the fact
it references the London
name,” explains Olsson.
“We will continue to offer
that classic, formalwear jewellery that our
customers love at an
affordable price.”

Level 1 HS04

Level 1 N9

really exciting to try and
meet their needs,” says
Rasmus Olsson, Head of
Sales.
Already onboard 130+
airlines, Buckley London
is taking this opportunity

we are a professional
make-up brand from Italy,
all products are researched,
made and tested in Italy
with the mission to make
professional make up and
techniques available to
all women, across skin,
make-up and hair.”
The Italian brand is
currently present in 27

to support expansion
into Europe. Amore
Pacific also recently got
British designer Nicholas
Kirkwood to design
eye-catching packaging for
the Hera UV mist cushion.
“My priority is not to go
fast, but in the right direction with the right people
and brands,” Piquereau
added.

transformed from designing casual into fashion
watches. The concept
behind ODM is hidden
in tits title – Original
Dynamic Minimal.
“Our motto is ‘Never
too late’, that is why we
created this brand and
that is why we believe it is
never too late to launch in
travel retail,” says Kwok.

LONDON CALLING
Buckley London’s new
Head of Sales Rasmus
Olsson is pragmatic
about the prospects of
this British brand, whose
inflight sales are buoyant
even in the midst of

Chinese travellers.
“We have six brands here
today, we are reorganising and reinforcing our
travel retail base in Seoul,
securing Asia as a priority,
and developing our team,”
said Piquereau.
In 2017 Amore Pacific
would like to expand in the
Middle East and Americas,
and in 2018 into Europe. It
is looking to partner with
worldwide distributors

countries, and is now
looking to expand in
Europe, the Middle East
and Asia.
“We are meeting large
travel retailers in Asia and
airline concessionaires,
because it is the first
time for them to meet us
and us them,” D’Angelo
explained. “We have
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seen Asian customers in
Cannes, and being here
is a confirmation that the
potential is enormous.”
Products that have piqued
the greatest interest so far
are the eyebrow studio line,
and the contouring palette.

Basement 2
E10

Basement 2 C9
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ONE2ONE MEETING SERVICE
There are a record 41 airports and 35 airlines participating in this year’s ONE2ONE pre-scheduled meeting service. The cruise
& ferry category has also been added for the first time this year, with nine companies registered and three taking part in the
ONE2ONE meetings. The ONE2ONE pre-scheduled meeting service enhances the networking opportunities at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference by facilitating direct contact between airports, airlines, cruise & ferry companies, retailers and suppliers.

ONE2ONE AIRLINES
BAHRAIN
• Gulf Air

BHUTAN

SINGAPORE

ONE2ONE AIRPORTS

• Jetstar Asia Airways Pte Ltd
• Scoot Pte Ltd
• Silkair
• Singapore Airlines
• Tiger Airways Pte Ltd

SOUTH KOREA
CHINA
• Hainan Airlines Company Ltd

HONG KONG
• Cathay Pacific Airways Ltd
• Hong Kong Airlines Ltd
• Hong Kong Dragon Airlines Ltd
• Hong Kong Express Airways Ltd

• Air Busan
• Asiana Airlines
• Jeju Air
• Korean Air/Catering & Inflight Sales Business Division

• Jet Airways

INDONESIA

• Bangkok Airways Co Ltd
• Thai AirAsia Co Ltd

FRANCE

SOUTH KOREA

QATAR

HONG KONG

SPAIN
• Air Nostrum

• China Airlines Ltd
• Eva Airways Corporation
• Tigerair Taiwan
• TransAsia Airways

THAILAND
• All Nippon Airways Trading Co Ltd
• Japan Airlines Co Ltd

MALAYSIA

• Aéroports de la Côte d’Azur

• Qatar Airways

• Airport Authority Hong Kong

• AirAsia Bhd

MALDIVES
• Maldives Airport Co Ltd

QATAR
• Hamad International Airport

SAUDI ARABIA
• King Khaled International Airport

SINGAPORE
• Changi Airport Group (Singapore) Pte Ltd

• Incheon International Airport Corporation
• Korea Airports Corporation

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
• Abu Dhabi Airports Company

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
MONGOLIA

MALAYSIA
• Malaysia Airports (NIAGA) Sdn Bhd
• Malaysia Airports Group (MAHB)

• PT Indonesia AirAsia

JAPAN

CHINA
• Beijing Capital Airport Commercial & Trading Co Ltd
• Beijing Capital International Airport Co Ltd
• Capital Airports Holding Company
• Guangzhou Baiyun International Airport Co Ltd
• Haikou Meilan Airport
• Hangzhou Xiaoshan International Airport Co Ltd
• Hubei Airport Group Co Ltd
• Hunan Airport Industrial Co Ltd
• Ordos Airport Administration Group Co Ltd
• Qingdao International Airport Group Co Ltd
• Shanghai Hongqiao International Airport
• Shenzhen Airport Co Ltd
• Sichuan Airport Passenger Services Co Ltd
• Xi’an Xianyang International Airport Co Ltd

TAIWAN
INDIA

• Australia Pacific Airports Corporation Ltd
• Gold Coast Airport
• Sydney Airport Corporation Ltd

• Fukuoka Airport Building Co Ltd
• Hiroshima Airport Building Co Ltd
• Japan Airport Terminal Co Ltd
• Narita International Airport Corporation
• Tokyo International Air Terminal Corporation

AUSTRALIA

• Tashi Air Ltd

JAPAN

INDIA

• Emirates Airline

• Bangalore International Airport Ltd
• GMR Hyderabad International Airport Ltd
• GMR Group
• GVK Group

• MIAT Mongolian Airlines

MYANMAR
• Myanmar Airways International Co Ltd

INDONESIA

PHILIPPINES

• Bali Airport
• PT Angkasa Pura 1 (Persero)
• PT Angkasa Pura 2

• Cebu Pacific Air
• Philippine Airlines
• Philippines AirAsia Inc

ISRAEL
• Israel Airports Authority

ONE2ONE CRUISE & FERRY
COMPANIES
HONG KONG
• Star Cruises (Hong Kong)

MALAYSIA
• Star Cruises (Malaysia)

PHILIPPINES
• Star Cruises (Philippines)

ONE2ONE WITH:
SYDNEY AIRPORT
CORPORATION
Sydney Airport has a total of
220 retail stores across its three
terminals: T1, T2 and T3. The T1
International Terminal currently
has 112 stores operating during
improvement works to deliver a
bigger, brighter terminal.
“The retail transformation is an integral part
of our improvements programme, enhancing value and choice through the delivery of
an improved food & beverage offering and
superior shopping experience, providing
an extensive selection of brands across
a range of price points,” explains Glyn
Williams, General Manager Retail, Sydney
Airport Corporation. “Our partnership with
Heinemann has delivered 400 new brands

across fashion and accessories, fragrances,
cosmetics, wine, liquor and confectionery.”
Heinemann has also delivered two unique
dining concepts, Coast Café and Bridge Bar,
in partnership with renowned chef Luke
Mangan, as well as securing Fendi, Jimmy
Choo, Salvatore Ferragamo, Furla and a
number of local Australian designer brands.
Exclusive brands to Heinemann available
for the first time at an Australian airport
include NARS, Urban Decay, bareMinerals,
Alice McCall and Samantha Wills.
“As part of the improvements programme
at T1, we have also unveiled the first of
13 global designer brands within the new
luxury precinct,” says Williams. “Max Mara
and Hugo Boss are now open and Kate
Spade New York, Tiffany & Co., TUMI and

Michael Kors will follow shortly.”
Significant improvements have also been
made to the casual dining precincts across
T1 and T2. Sydney Airport has welcomed a
range of new, fresh and tasty food brands to
cater to the growing customer demand for
healthier food options at the airport. “First
to Australian airport brands Mach2, Roll’d,
Hokka Hokka, Soul Origin, Oliver Brown
and Top Juice joined the T1 casual dining
precinct,” Williams adds. “Airport first
SumoSalad Green Label and Chur Burger,
as well as Hokka Hokka, Red Rooster and
Sahara Grill, were recently unveiled at the
T2 Domestic casual dining precinct. We’ve
also unveiled first to Australia brand Bath &
Body Works, first to Australian airport brand
Desigual and Australian airport first concept
Lorna Jane Active Living Room, further
enhancing the retail offering at T2.”
The airport’s retail strategy is focused on
delivering enhanced value and choice to
passengers, visitors and staff by appointing
new and contemporary brands that offer
first to Australia and first to Australian
airport opportunities. “We proactively seek
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Glyn Williams, General Manager Retail, Sydney Airport
Corporation: “The wine and liquor selection sits
among Heinemann’s best-selling categories across
its five-store footprint at T1. In fact, more than 7,000
bottles of wine are sold every week at T1. Within the
main T1 Departures duty free store, the liquor and wine
offering features bespoke concepts that create unique
experiences for passengers to further enhance the
airport experience and inform their purchases.”

out competitive players in the retail industry
to ensure we provide a premium airport
experience for passengers, catering to all
tastes and budgets,” Williams comments.
“We’ve also innovated key categories, such
as moving from a traditional souvenir offering to Australian experience stores, which
offer a larger store format with a broader
range of local goods categories.”

Have the perfect gift
in your portfolio:

THE LINDT SWISS MASTERPIECES
The Swiss Masterpieces Pralines are the greatest pride
of our LINDT Master Chocolatiers who have created
them with unmatched passion, dedication and use of
their full craftsmanship since 1845.

PLEASE VISIT US AT TFWA SINGAPORE, H2 AND DISCOVER THE WHOLE PORTFOLIO

www.lindt.com
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NEW FACES
IN THE
SPOTLIGHT

01

02

This year’s TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference is bigger than
ever, with a total of 310 exhibitors,
79 of which are either exhibiting for
the first time or returning after an
absence. The myriad fresh faces on
show really serve to highlight the
dynamism and innovation present in
the Asia Pacific region.

EDEN PARK 01

ESTELLA BARTLETT 02

BASEMENT 2 N21

BASEMENT 2 D01

WHO ARE YOU?
Eden Park was launched in
1987 when Franck Mesnel,
trained architect and Eric
Blanc, studying to become
a PE teacher, decided to
launch a premium clothing
brand. In 1987 and then
in 1990, the backs of one
of the most prestigious
rugby teams in the world,
the Racing Club de France,
played both finals of the
French Championship in
Paris live on TV, with a pink
bow tie around their neck.
Further to this unforeseen and spontaneous
communication campaign,
the pink bow tie, very
identifiable, proved to be
an incredible brand logo.
The Eden Park collection
has four casual ranges
embodying the French
elegance. The sportsinspired lines – Sport,
Vintage, Club or Town
– are trendy while keeping
their signed and authentic
roots.
Italian fabrics, Japanese
nylons and pima cottons
naturally find their place
in our collections.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?

Our main target customers are 24-45 age groups
– mainly urban, athletic,
dynamic men. Eden Park
is also targeting women
with a feminine Spring/
Summer 2016 collection.

Our rugby-inspired
label, created in 1987, is
currently present in 36
countries with 204 sales
outlets and in the airports
of England (Harrods) and
Qatar (Qatar Duty Free).
Eden Park recently signed
a partnership with Dufry
Africa for a future opening
in Abidjan Airport. Our
presence at Singapore is
a vital step in growing the
label’s presence in Asia.

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?
Further to its eight years
of experience in international development and
its implantation in 34
countries, Eden Park has
decided to develop into the
duty free market. Eden
Park has teamed up with
the duty free specialist
David Dayan (Lacoste,
Maison du Chocolat,
Vilbrequin) to have a
better comprehension of
the constraints and set-up
of a product strategy, offer
and adapted shop units
concept.
The first step was the
launch of RWC POP UP
stores for the Rugby World
Cup 2015. Now, the Eden
Park Duty Free concept
with its adapted offer is
presenting the Spring/
Summer 2016 collection.

WHO ARE YOU?

WHAT IS YOUR UNIQUE
SELLING POINT (USP)?
Eden Park is unique. It is
a Parisian brand. It is an
international brand.
It is an offbeat brand that
justifies this very legitimate ‘off-beatness’ by its
true story.
We are also pioneer and
leader in our domain.
We have been developing
several technical golf
products and have also
iconic products beyond the
rugby jersey redesigned
for the ready-to-wear, like
our famous double collar
shirts. We continue to use
unique Italian threads
and several little French
secrets that you will come
to discover.

Estella Bartlett is a
quintessentially British
jewellery brand created
in 2011 by brother and
sister Nick and Louise
Bartlett. It is defined by its
playfully chic products and
philosophy.
Nick, who had been
running a jewellery
business for eight years,
felt that together they
could create something
special – a brand that
combined his business
acumen with his sister’s
fashion credentials. A
year later in June 2011,
Estella Bartlett was born,
and four years on retailers
including Harrods,
Harvey Nichols and
Selfridges carry the brand.
The main collection
launched in 2011 and is
crafted from silver or gold
plated brass. In August
2015, Estella Bartlett
launched the Sterling
Collection.

Lewis, Selfridges, Galeries
Lafayette and as far afield
as Takashymia in Singapore. With this success the
brand is recognisable and
has an incredible premium
feel yet with affordable
prices. Due to the fact
that Estella Bartlett has a
universal market appeal
we see tremendous scope
throughout all of the travel
retail sectors. The quality
and clever packaging
allows for the gifts to be
personalised, which is just
one of the unique selling
points of this collection.

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?
We think that the jewellery category is growing
steadily within travel retail
and see strong growth
for Estella Bartlett due to
design, quality and price
point. Estella Bartlett
offers something new.
Fashion forward yet with
mass appeal, perfect for
the travel retail market.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?

Estella Bartlett enjoys
tremendous success
within the domestic
market with listings in
key retailers in the UK
and Europe such as John

We are really excited about
the new Kawaii range,
which is being shown in
Singapore and has ombre
colourful packaging. There
are also some exciting
new inflight products
being launched in Singapore. Estella Bartlett is a
well-established European
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brand and we are looking
forward to developing
awareness and listings in
Asia, Australia and New
Zealand.

WHAT IS YOUR USP?
Whimsical charms
and delicate materials
combine with the essence
of the season to define
Estella Bartlett jewellery.
Minimal packaging with
a dreamy cloud motif
provides the finishing
touch to this modern,
playful brand.
Creative Director Louise
designs each collection,
inspired by trips to Paris
and Tokyo, antiques
markets, memories of a
childhood growing up in the
Caribbean, the countryside
of her New Forest family
home, and the urban life
surrounding her Primrose
Hill apartment.
Intricate pineapple,
unicorn and star charms
on delicate silver and
gold-plated brass
necklaces; friendship
bracelets woven in
colourful threads of mint,
chartreuse and lilac
or a classic palette of
blush, grey and navy – all
carefully presented in
packaging given just as
much thought.
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WHO ARE YOU?

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?

WHO ARE YOU?

La Cure Gourmande is a
traditional brand created
in 1989 and specialises
in confectionery, biscuit
and chocolate products.
This year, it will focus on
an interesting product for
travel retail: the destination boxes. Those are
metal tins, personalised
according to countries and
cities. Today, travellers
are more and more eager
to get special products,
special gifts to offer. The
destination box is seen
not only as a gift that will
please the gourmets, but
also as a great souvenir.

Travellers look for destination gifts that last as
an original souvenir from
their holiday or business
trip. Furthermore, La
Cure Gourmande offers a
new opportunity for duty
free operators to spread
over the affordable luxury
gourmet food market
with our tasty traditional
products made in France.

Founded specifically for
travel retail, the Lifetrons
Switzerland brand has
become synonymous
with unique electronic
essentials and accessories
for travellers on the move.
Distinctive in both exceptional style and extraordinary portability, we design
and deliver a wide range
of products according
to the traditional Swiss
standards of high quality
design, reliability and
innovation.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?
International travellers both male and
female looking for selfindulgence delights or
exclusive souvenir gifts.

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?
La Cure Gourmande has
two objectives during
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference – to
introduce the brand in the
Asia Pacific travel retail
market, as well as to build
partnerships with local
duty free operators.

WHAT IS YOUR USP?
Original souvenir tin
box with chocolate filled
biscuits made in France.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?
Our products are targeted
towards travellers of all
kinds looking for innovative gadgets, electronics
and travel solutions. Our
new Lifetrons Beauté line
is more targeted towards
women due to the nature
of the products based on
skincare and beauty.

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?
The main reason we are
exhibiting this year is
because we will launch a
new product line, which falls
under beauty devices and
accessories. We are looking
forward to focusing this
launch first in Asia and then
worldwide, which is why
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference is the perfect
platform for us to do so.

BASEMENT 2 L5
WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?
Lifetrons Switzerland
is excited to announce
the official launch of its
new Lifetrons Beauté
line – consisting of various
electronic beauty devices
and accessories, such as
facial massager, negativeion eye massagers, EMS
facial massagers, facial
mist spray, ultrasonic
facial massager, facial
cleansers and much more.
This is an exciting time
for us to extend our
electronics family into
beauty devices and we are
confident these products
will interest many airlines
and duty free operators at
the show.

WHAT IS YOUR USP?
Our unique selling point is
that we offer a collection
of products designed in
Switzerland, tested for
high quality and reliability
according to Swiss standards. This in turn brings
us customers who look for
a reliable brand designing
unique, useful and trustworthy products.
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WHO ARE YOU?
Patrón Spirits International is a leader in the
global ultra-premium
spirits industry, with a
portfolio of iconic brands
including Patrón tequilas
and liqueurs, Ultimat and
Pyrat. The company’s
flagship brand, Patrón
tequila, established and
remains the benchmark
in the ultra-premium
luxury tequila category,
one of the fastest-growing
segments in the global
beverage alcohol industry.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?
People who purchase
Patrón tequilas and
liqueurs are consumers
who understand and
appreciate high-quality,
sophisticated spirits. Many
tequila brands target
just tequila drinkers, but
people who buy Patrón
aren’t only tequila aficionados, they’re people who
value all luxury spirits.

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?
Asia Pacific is one of the
fastest growing regions in
the world for our products.
Our portfolio of luxury
tequilas and liqueurs has
grown substantially in the
past couple of years, and
we’re very excited to be
back at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference

to showcase the innovative products we have to
offer. We’re introducing
one-litre bottles now in
travel retail (including a
special-edition collectors’
bottle, adorned with an
intricate design of the
iconic Patrón tequila bee),
and a duty free exclusive,
our new Patrón Extra
Añejo 5 Años.

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?
We have great partners
in Asia Pacific, and we’re
looking forward to seeing
everyone and building on
those relationships, and
showcase our new and
unique products. And of
course we’re excited to
make new friends as well.

WHAT IS YOUR USP?
From hand-harvesting
the highest-quality 100%
Weber Blue Agave, to
the traditional, timehonoured distillation
process and individual
labelling, numbering, and
inspection of each bottle,
Patrón tequila is crafted
with meticulous precision
and care. Patrón is still
exclusively produced in
the Highlands of Jalisco,
Mexico, in the same small
batches and with the same
commitment to quality and
craftsmanship.

EXHIBITION NEWS
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JEWEL IN
THE ASIAN
CROWN
TAX FREE WORLD
ASSOCIATION
Toscow approached this year’s TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference with
new products designed especially for the
Asian customer, and a clear idea of which
markets it wanted to target.
“Dolce Vita is a range we are launching
in Singapore, the pieces are smaller
and elegant for the Asian market,” says
Kitty Lam, Director of Toscow Australia.
“In terms of region, China, Korea and
Taiwan are the biggest markets for the
collection. It is the 20-30 age group we
are hoping to capture.”
Toscow is also debuting its travel retail
exclusive collection at the show, the
Twinkle Collection, which features

BAGGING
THE ASIAN
MARKET

23-25, rue de Berri
75008 Paris France
Tel : +33 1 40 74 09 86
Fax : +33 1 40 74 09 85

Alain Maingreaud
MANAGING DIRECTOR
a.maingreaud@tfwa.com

Cécile Lamotte
necklace and earring designs in
asymmetric pearls and mixed crystals set
in rose gold and rhodium, aimed at the
Asian customer.
Francis Ng, General Manager of Toscow,
added: “The ideal customer for us would

be in Asia Pacific and the Middle East.
After the show we would like to have
all major airport shops, and extend or
penetrate more into the Chinese market.”

Malaysia, and will then enter the Indonesian market.
Coming to the show with one new product
in 24 different colours, Ravizza has high
hopes for Lancaster’s mini bags, which
are made of saffiano leather and come in

two sizes. “I hope they become as iconic
as backpacks, sales are skyrocketing,
they are affordable and come in multiple
colours,” he commented.
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Ross Falconer

Lancaster has its sights firmly set on
an expansion in travel retail in Asia.
Davide Ravizza, Directeur Commercial of
Lancaster, said its strong development in
the region is what pushed it into entering
the duty free market. “We decided to
participate this year as have had strong
development in Asia, and we are soon
entering the Jakarta market, Hong Kong
and Taipei,” he noted.
In September, Lancaster will be opening
a store in Singapore, and by the end of
2016 will have three monobrand stores in
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CHARGING AHEAD

Travel Blue celebrated some promising
early results for its partnership with
Braun, Oral-B and Duracell at a press
event last night.
Around six months in, Director of Global
Travel Retail Jonathan Smith is looking
forward to what’s ahead: “We’ve had great
sell-in so far and we are delighted so far with
early results, with things looking good in
Europe, the Far East, and the Middle East.”
Travel Blue kept its range from the brands
to a maximum of six key items, a selective offer of affordable purchases, which
appears to be reaping benefits for the
travel accessories expert.
“It has proven an effective partnership,
brands helping each other. Braun, Oral-B
and Duracell are great brands, and we
are the leading travel accessory brand in
travel retail, working with most of the duty
free operators in the world,” Smith adds.
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